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An. Inte.,pretatlon of Full
{nelusion

Gary Buncb
Faculty of Education
York University
Toronto, Canada
Full inclusion is a recent player on
the educational field. Due in part to its
recency, the meaning of full inclusion,
the roots from which it has sprung,
and its potential contribution to children, parents, and teachers are misunderstood by many.
A Generic View
Full. inclusion, in the educational
sense, argues that all students must
have the opportunity to be enrolled in
the regular classroom of the
neighbourhood school with age-appropriate peers, or to attend the same
school as their brothers or sisters. Inclusion in the regular classroom requires that both regular students and
those with some type of challenge to
their learning receive "appropriate
educational programs that are challenging yet geared to their capabilities
and needs as well as any support and
assistance they and/or their teachers
may need to be successful in the mainstream" (Stainback and Stainback,
1988). Conversely, full inclusion does
not suggest that any student with special needs should be enrolled in a
regular ,classroom unless that classroom is welcoming, unless an individualized program designed to address the learning needs and styles of
the child is put in place, and unless the
specialist support personnel, services,
and materials necessal)" to support inclusion are available as and when
needed. If attempts were made to .
place children in classrooms where
these requirements were not met,
those who advocate inclusion would
consider that both the theory and
practice of the concept were being
abused. Inclusion of all children in the
regular classrooms of local schools
does not spring from a desire on the
part of a school system or political

body ~o save money or to discontinue
the preparation of teachers with specialized knowledge of challenging
conditi.ons.
All the SUppoi1S available within the
separate special education service delivery model are recognized as valuable and needed. The question is
"Where should these supports be
available to the individual student for
maximum benefit?". Those who advocate full inclusion believe the answer
to be in ilie regular classroom of the
neighbourhood school, alongside ageappropriate peers and within the normal diversity of the community.
The fundamental characteristics of
full inclusion may be summarized as:
• Education in the regular classroom
of the immediate community for all
children in the community.
• Valuing of individual differences
whatever their extent.
• Recognition of the appropriateness
of a diverse community within the
school system.
• Seeing all.children as children and
not as labels.
.
• Recognition of the capacity of regular teachers to be responsible for
the education of all children.
• Recognition of need for appropriate support systems to facilitate the
learning of all children in a classroom.
• Equal partnership of parents, and
of children when pOSSible, with
educators in the educational decision-making process.

Diversity Within the Mainstream
The concept and the practice of full
inclusion rise from the philosophy that
"all children belong and can learn in
the mainstream of school and community life. Diversity is valued;it is believed that diversity strengthens the
class and offers all its members greater
.opportunities for learning" (Stainback,
Stainback, and Jackson, 1992). This is
a philosophy that, in its purest and
simplest sense, encompasses all children. All children learning in a shared
educational environment with other

children according to individual need
is considered a worthwhile goal.
Basic to the advocacy of full incIu·
sion is the belief that there are not two
separate groups of learners, divided
by one group being "regular" and the
other group being "disabled". All stu·
dents are seen to be part of the normal, daily, diverse dtizenship of Our
cities, towns, and villages. There is
only one set of effective teaching practices, not one set for regular learners
and another for special learners.

Disability as a Social Construct
There are many more similarities
among children than there are differences. What differences exist, be they
of a physical, social,intellectual, or
psychological nature, are to be expected, accepted, and valued as contributing to the stimulating texture of
the fabric of life for the entire community (Lipsky and Gardner. 1989). Inherent in the theory is that disabili[)' is
a social construct. It is a creation of
those who have regarded, measured,
and categorized others, not on the
basis of who or what those others are.
but on the basis of one particular aspect of difference. Advocates of full
inclusion argue that such social constructions are of limited, if any. use
and undennine the fonnation of community. It is a social construct 't\'hich
has denied choice to children and parents, which has separated children
from families, and which has defined
those with physical, social, intellectual.
and psychological differences as less
than others, as something to be devalued and set apart. As Goffman 0%3)
stated, it is a view of humanity which.
stigmatizes certain individuals as discredited or discreditable with resultant
negative consequences. Those who
argue that all must have the choice of
inclusion in neighbourhood schools
and neighbourhood communities
place the struggle for inclusive education within the series of civil and human rights movements of recent histol)". To them it is a matter of social
justice and human rights-for every-
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one. Inclusion is seen as broader than
simply an educational or disability 1.<;sue. It is a matter of equiiy and fuU citi~
zenship with aU that these terms mean.
Observations SupPQrtlngFuU
Inclusion
Supporting the movement to full
inclusion are three general research
ftndings which have a bearing on this
discusSion. One is iliat effective teaching strategies used for regular learners
are the same as those most effective
for any leamer, whether nr not that
learner is labelle'Ci as special (Larrivee,
1985). A second finding is that the
early promises of academic gain and
speedy return to the mainstream of
education which persuaded many LO
tum to separate spedal educational
services have not been realized. The
research gives any positive benefit of
separate education mixed reviews at
best. Advocates of full indusion do not
ftnd sufficient strength in the educational cont.ributions of separate education to support its continuance. The
third finding is that teachers have
modest expectations for children in
separate environments. Though not all
situations are the same, there is and
has been a tendency for specialized
situations to focus on the weaknesses
of learners rather than areas of
strength, and to create curricula which
are not designed on the same principles and with the same rigor as are
mainstream core curricula. Putnam
(993) notes that the concerns around
access to the core curriculum of the
community involve both quantityfthow much time is spent actively engaged in instruction R, and qualityfthow differentiated the instruction is".
One might pose the question "Is it
possible for small groups of teacherspecialists working in separate special
programs with a small number of students who are similar only in their
handicap, to replicate ~he continuous
change and forward movement in curricula and expectations of the larger
regular educational cornmunity?~. Advocates of full inclusion would argue
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that academic achievement in regular

viewed as a part of the holistic frame-

dassroorns equals, and likely exceeds

"'Jork which regards the school as only

that under existing special education
srructures. The social side of learning
would be enhanced among learners
with special needs since they would
have many models of regular behavior around them in and out of school.
It might also be argued that teachers
in regular classrooms have higher expectations for social growth than do
many in separate s.inl'ltions.

nne component, albeit a central one,
of the child's acceptance and education. The community a5 broadly defined is involved in inclusion. The
school, as one pan of (he communjty,
must accept and value any child
within the community as a person
who can leam and who can conuit">ute (0 the Mtural diversity of the community. Once within the school, every
child must have the supports necessary to facilitate effective learning and
rea1i?.ation of individual potential without the restra.ints imposed by labels,
separate bussing, and being clustered
with others ~like her/himself' in separated situations.

Full Inclusion and Choice

Choice is a fundamental right of all
children and parents to those advocating full indusion in the regular classrooms of neighoourhood schools, The
3trength with which some parents,
advocates, and educators argue for full
inclusion springs from the fact that
Deafness and Full Inclusion
choice has been denied many children
The above discussion has spoken
with disabilities by the educMiona!
to the generic position of those who
systems of the past, and continues to
advocate full inclusion. It has not foPe denied them in the majority of edu- cused on any particular group of stucational systems of the present. Pardents. Those who wish to, reform
ents, and students when they are of
schools to include all learners do not
age to contribute to discus.sion, have • focus on specific groups, believing
not been ac,=orded a se~t at the table
that the fundamental characteristics of
where placement decisions are made,
inclusive education would benefit all
if enacted within our communities.
So strong has been the practice of excluding them from dl'SCUSSion, that it
As an educator, a fonner t.eacher of
children who are deaf, a former adluis taken legislation to give them any
ministrator in residential schools, a
voice at aU. Even under recent legislation, the voices of parents and stu-'
professor with extensive experience in
preparing teachers of the deaf, and a
dents remain second to those of eduperson with deaf relatives educated in
cators and administrators. The essence
res,dential schools, I have asked myof the struggle for full inclusion is the
~lf repeatedly how well (he concepts
desire for the right of choice of placeand practices of full inclusion hold up
ment within the educational system, a
when applied to children who are
choice whic:hremains denied for too
deaf.
many children.
On the academic side, I am aware ,
'Of evidence supporting the position : ..
Commun.~ty Base
that deaf children are educated to .
. Full inclusion is viewed as p~l,Ving
higher academic levels in regular
pasred beyond the educational strated~ssrooms than mey are in, separate"
gies of mainstreaming and integration.
educational facilities. This position has
PlaCing children with special needs
been documented repeatedly, though ,
under the responsibility and ownernot without exception, in re;earch in- ' ..
ship of regular classroom teachers
vestigations (Foster, 1989; Paul and·
supported by specialists versed in the
Quigley, 1990; Stoefen-Fisher and.
area of a child's needs, and not the
Balk, 1992). Foster (1989) cites KJuwin:·J
other way a!\')uncl, is seen as 2 fundaa.nd Moores who suggested differ::;,
mental educational reform. It is
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ences in academic achievement might
be accounted for by "such factors as
high expectations, exposure to greater
quantities of demanding material, the
availability of individual student support, and training in academic content
by mainstream class teachers" (p. 38).
Conversely, this appears to suggest
that separate classes for children challenged by deafness are not characterized by sufficiently high expectations,
sufficient quantities of demanding material, available individual student sUp'"
port, or teachers well prepared in a(:ademic content. Advocates of full inclusion would find this a powerful
argument for movement to regular
classrooms.
Likewise support may be found for
the thesis that all children benefit ffOm
the use of a similar set of effective
teaching practices. Il would be dift1cuit
[0 argue that children who are deaf
require a separate set ofteaching strategies which can be delivered only in
a speCial 5e\.1ing. Whereas some may
argue for specialized curricula for children who are deaf, to the best of my
knowledge those cui1icula are taugh(
using standard teaching techniques
with perhaps more emphasis than
usual on the visual approach. The language of instruction, be it ASL or oral!
auditory, does not alter the basic instructional approach.
Thin~s become a bit more fuzzy for
me when the social side of education
is considered. Paul and Quigley (990)
and Foster (989) note that research
indicates an uneven scenario when
d~f students are integrated. Some s0cialize with their he'.iring peers, some
interact more wid) their teachers, some
have a minimal social iife at school.
Lee andAiltia (992), in reL"Ognition of
a need to identify ''those aspects of the
environment that need to be changed
to foster social relations" (pA2S) bet\Veen deaf and hearing students suggest that the framework of contact
theory may le~d to improved social
relations. Fos(er (1989) may sununarile the situation most fairly when she
states "There are advantages and dis-

A.torenc ••
advantages inherent in eacheduca="
Foster, S,(l989).Retlections of a group of deaf
tional model" Cp. 37).
adults on their experiences in mainstream
, ,and residemia. school program5 h1 the
TIle social di5(."Ussion is ir1tricately
United States. Di.sabilily, Handicap and Sorelated to the issues of the use of sign
'ciety, 4, 37·56.
Goffman, E.096?J).Stigma:Notes en the man.
language and the development of the
agement of spoiled identity. NY:jason
culture of deafness. It is these rNO is·
Aronson.
urrivee. B. (1985).Effective teaching/or suc.
sues which create a difference becessful mainstreaming.NY:Longman.
(ween the many members of the deaf
Lee. C, and Antia, S.(1992).A sociological a~
preach to the social integration of hearing.
conununiry and other conununities of
impaired and normally hearing students"
people witil diSabilities. i will not atVo/Ja Review, 95. 425434.
'
Lipsky, O.K.. and Gardner, A. (989),School ad·
tempt to review the discussions
ministration and fltl:lncial arrangements. In
around Sign language and culture here
S, Stainback. W. Stainback. and Forest, ~.
(Eds.). Edkcaling all srudenlJ: in Ihemair:·
as they are too complex for the space
stream of regular education (pp. 10;·'
available. Suffice it to say that-many
120).Baltimore:Paul H. Brookes Publishing ,
Co.
'
deaf adults and many hearing people
Paul. P.V .• and Quigley, S.P,(l990),Educatiol!
working with them believe strongly
and deafness.NY: longman.
Putnam, J.<l993).The movement tcv,,'aro te2ch·,
that forcing deaf children to attend
illg and learning in cooperative classrooms,
regular classes would be an injustice.
In j, Putnam (Ed.), Cooperatit'f! learnillg
and strategiesfor inclusion (pp, 1'14).6al·
My understanding of the pOint of view
timore: Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co,
of inclusive education is that this
Stainback, S.; and Stainback, W. (l988),Educat·
;ng all students with severe disabilities in
strong belief rests not so much on acaregular classes. Teaching Exceptional Chil.
demic beneHt and need for a spedaldren. 21. 16-19.
'
Stainhack, S., Stainback. W .. and Jackson,
ized instructional approach as on the
H.J.( 1992).Tov,,·ard inclusive c1assroofT'.5, In
desire to maintain a:critical mass reS, Stainback and W, Stainback (Eds,). Cur'riculum comiderntions in indusitV! class·
quired to support'a particular lanrooms (pp. 3·17). Baltimore:Paul H"
guage and culture: Inclusion or sepa~ "
Brookes Publishing Co.
!)toefen·Fisher,j.M .• and Balk.J. 09921,Educa:
ration of students challenged by deaftiona I programs for child""n with hearing
ness is essentially a cuituraVlinguistic,
10ss:LeaSct restricti\'e en\·ironment. I alta Re·
t'Jeu'. 94, 19-28.
rather than educatio:n'al, debate,
though it is being worked out
Appreciation is extended to
primarily within the framework of' Marsha Forest andJack Pearpoi11fjor
educ.ation.
their advice on this article.

FinalWoro
This point brings me back to the issue of choice; In rnyopinion, most
people identified closely with full inclusion do nO( argue thalail childi'eil
should be forced to do one thing 'or
another. Indeed, they argue that is exa~f what they are fighting against. It
is wrong to deny families, on the basis of a child's physical, social, ir1tellectual, or psychological difference, a
choice of where that child may' go t.o
school. TI10Ugh those who value the
benefits they find 'in inclusion ir1 regu~
lar classrooms' argue strongly for their
rights and the rights of theii children,
they would suppen: the primacy of
choice over compulsion in educational placement for any indiVidual
child. 111is is a view to which I per.;on~
ally subscribe.

Full Inclusion .nd the
De.f Student: A De.f
Consumer's Review of
the Issue

joseph j. Innes
'Associate Professor
Department of Education
School of Education & Human
Seruices
Ga/laudel UniversIty
Washington, DC
A discussion of full ir1clusion l ' and
the education of deaf students is
timely, given the increased interdependence of me general and special
education systems and the current
thrust toward development of a
single unified system of education
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